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The concept of a culture of excellence is entrenched within all aspects of our modus operandi.
A culture of excellence means passion for quality and the desire for continuous improvement, 
something which drives the work of our staff  every day. 
Continuous investment in Research and Development is aimed at supporting the creation of modern project 
solutions in line with the needs of the market and according to the most innovative aesthetic criteria. 
SPI products are 100% made in Italy and are provided with performance certifi cates. The declared 
performance of its products has been assessed by the most accredited certifying bodies.
SPI insures its products through a policy stipulated with leading insurance company, SAI.

A culture of excellence means believing that the customers’ needs are of the utmost importance 
throughout all company departments. 
The entire organisation is dedicated to satisfying customer demands on a daily basis, off ering high-quality 
products, excellent service and a network of retailers of true professionalism and expertise. 
A wide range of post-sale services and a helpful customer care department complete the package, 
guaranteeing maximum customer satisfaction.

A culture of excellence means adopting company policies which are dedicated to environmental 
protection.
Over time, SPI has nurtured a continuous awareness of the environment which has translated into 
production choices aimed at eco-sustainability and the selection of non-harmful materials.
Today, SPI windows are capable of guaranteeing high levels of energy savings, thanks to its products’ 
outstanding certifi ed thermal and acoustic insulation performance. 
SPI is particularly conscious of waste disposal and material recycling policies.

A culture of excellence means social responsibility. 
SPI has developed an awareness of its responsibilities as promoter of progress and, for this reason, is 
constantly involved in all forms of activity which could help to improve social development.
SPI supports projects for the development of the territory, the environment, art and culture: care of green 
spaces, campaigns aimed at making citizens aware of the importance of respecting the environment 
and cultural initiatives. These are just some examples of the society-related activities undertaken by the 
Company.

SPI: A CULTURE
OF EXCELLENCE
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PACKAGING
AND LOGISTICS

SPI can boast an internal logistics department which is coordinated by a supervisor and composed of 20 

staff  members who effi  ciently manage 10 company-owned vehicles. In this way, the company is able to 

manage product deliveries to authorised retailers across Italy and within foreign offi  ces in a punctual and 

direct manner.

The logistics department was born as a result of the need to guarantee precision and care in all company 

phases, including the safe and punctual delivery of the product, in order to complete the production cycle 

with professionalism.

Logistics

SPI has a packaging department that uses semi-automatic machinery to protect products during 

transportation.

The packaging process begins with protecting the corners, achieved thanks to special expanded 

polyurethane casing which guarantees the stability of the entire product.

The second phase involves covering the shutters with Pluriball, a wrapping material which guarantees 

protection during the transportation phase and during loading and unloading activities. The process is 

completed with the insertion of the CE mark certifi cation label. 

Packaging



SPI insulating windows are the result of the most advanced technology in combination with expert 
craftsmanship. 
SPI insulating windows are an expression of the Made in Italy production quality; synonymous with taste 
and careful attention to detail.
The high quality of SPI products is made possible by the selection of the highest quality materials, the work 
of the most competent staff, the use of the most efficient and technologically sophisticated machinery, and 
cooperation with the most important and trustworthy suppliers in Europe.

All SPI products are created while fully respecting the environment and are provided with performance 
certificates, awarded by the most accredited Italian certifying bodies.
The rigorous tests performed attest to SPI windows’ optimal compliance with forced opening cycles, water 
infiltration sealing, air permeability, wind load resistance and the coefficient of acoustic and thermal 
insulation.

All SPI windows are provided with the CE mark, the European conformity marking, which became a 
compulsory legal requirement in February 2010. Buying CE marked windows means being certain that you 
are installing products which satisfy all the necessary criteria to conform to current regulations.
SPI has chosen to obtain the CE mark by opting for the “direct ITT” method. This method allows for the 
testing of the company’s products at one of the certified laboratories, in accordance with the law. 
Only direct ITT ensures that CE mark certification corresponds to the current performance of the company’s 
windows.
The other permitted methods, known as “Cascading” and “Sharing” do not guarantee this as they involve 
the use, in the first case, of test results of profiles or accessories obtained by the supplier; and in the second 
case, of test reports shared by more than one manufacturer and registered to one of these. 
SPI windows are covered by a SAI insurance policy.

Certified safety 

Customised quality

Certified quality

100% Made in Italy

Energy and economic savings

Protecting the environment

SPI: THE BEST
INSULATING WINDOWS

SPI: THE BEST
INSULATING WINDOWS

The range of SPI insulating windows is complete and is comprised of aluminium-wood, aluminium, 
aluminium-PVC, eco-friendly PVC, PVC and aluminium, PVC and wood, aluminium shutters and blinds.
All SPI windows are custom-made. Their form and colour can be personalised thanks to the infinite range 
of RAL colours and wood-effect paints, and the vast selection of woods available.
SPI windows are available from retailers across Italy and can be viewed on our website www.spifinestre.it 
or by calling the toll-free number 800063043.
SPI products are delivered by a company-owned fleet of trucks to ensure the maximum level of care and 
punctuality for delivery on Italian territory.

Windows are the main source of heat loss within homes cause around 50% of energy-related waste. 
Thanks to their high insulating capacity, SPI windows allow this heat loss to be eliminated and thus create 
significant energy savings.
Energy savings translate into real financial savings: the insulating capacity of SPI windows brings down 
heating costs in the winter and air conditioning costs in the summer.

Investing in energy savings within the home is very important: residential construction is responsible for 
more than 40% of carbon dioxide emissions, a much higher percentage than that produced by car exhaust 
fumes.
Thanks to their high insulating capacity, SPI windows contribute to the reduction of heat 
dispersion within homes and therefore, to the protection of the environment and air quality.
What’s more, SPI creates profiles in eco-friendly, 100% recyclable PVC.
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ALUMINIUM-WOOD LINE
Our aluminium and wood windows, the pride of SPI production, represent the greatest expression of 
aesthetic research applied to door and window frames. 
SPI aluminium-wood windows have always stood out from the Italian market due to their soft joint design 
which has rendered them truly unmistakable.
The SPI line of aluminium-wood windows combines the aesthetics and elegance of wood with the 
practicality of the robust aluminium bearing structure, which does not require any particular maintenance 
work.
SPI aluminium-wood windows are carefully crafted in a specially-designed factory where every day, each 
individual part is created with the maximum attention to detail.
Thanks to the infi nite range of solutions available, in terms of woods, forms and colours, and to the high 
level of customisation, each SPI aluminium-wood window is unique.
The SPI aluminium-wood line is comprised of three families of products:

TRIAL windows made of aluminium-polyamide-wood;
TRIAL 90 windows made of aluminium-polyamide-wood;
NEW DUAL windows made of aluminium-wood.

All the product families in the aluminium-
wood line conform to the European 
regulation for the CE mark, compulsory 
since February 2010.

All the product families in the aluminium-
wood line are covered by a SAI insurance 
policy.

ALUMINIUM-WOOD WINDOW FEATURES TRIAL TRIAL 90 NEW DUAL

STRUCTURE INTERNAL WOOD WOOD WOOD

EXTERNAL ALUMINIUM ALUMINIUM ALUMINIUM

STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OPEN-JOINT SYSTEM YES YES YES

HARDWARE MULTIPOINT LOCK MULTIPOINT LOCK MULTIPOINT LOCK

TRICOAT HARDWARE ON REQUEST ON REQUEST ON REQUEST

MICRO-VENTILATION STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD

TILT-AND-TURN STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD

LEVER BAR ON SEMI-PORTABLE VENT STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD

SAFETY STOP MECHANISM STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD

THIRD HIDDEN HINGE ON SEMI-PORTABLE VENT STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD

CENTRAL FIN SEAL WITH PREFORMED CORNERS STANDARD STANDARD NO

ROUNDED DESIGN YES NO YES

SQUARE DESIGN YES YES YES

PERFORMANCE THERMAL INSULATION (UP TO) Uw 1,1 Uw 1,1 Uw 1,4

ACOUSTIC INSULATION (UP TO) 38 DB 38 DB 37 DB

AIR RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 4) 4 4 4

WATER RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 9) 9A 9A 9E

WIND RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 5) C3 C3 C4

AVAILABLE TYPOLOGIES FIXED GLAZING BEAD YES YES YES

FIXED FAKE SASH YES YES YES

WINDOWS AND FRENCH DOORS 1,2 AND 2+1 SHUTTER DOORS YES YES YES

EXTERIOR OPENING NO NO YES

CURVES YES YES YES

OFF SIZE YES YES YES

WASISTAS / FLAP YES YES YES

PIVOTING NO NO YES

SLIDING NO NO YES

TILT-AND-TURN SLIDING YES YES YES

LIFT-AND SLIDING NO NO YES

HIDDEN LIFT-AND-SLIDE NO NO YES

ENTRANCE DOOR YES YES YES

SIZE FRAME DEPTH IN MM 44 44 42

Z-SHAPED FRAME FIN 22 and 30 22 and 30 22 and 30

DOUBLE GLAZED GLASS 30 30 23 and 30

GLASS STANDARD 4-22-4BE 4-22-4BE 4-15-4BE

SHATTER-PROOF (STANDARD UNDER TRANSOM) 33.1-15-33.1BE 33.1-15-33.1BE 33.1-12-4BE

COLOURS INTERNAL SURFACES WOOD WOOD WOOD

EXTERNAL SURFACES RAL + WOOD EFFECT RAL + WOOD EFFECT RAL + WOOD EFFECT

HANDLES AND HINGES POLISHED GOLD - SILVER SATIN FINISH - WHITE POLISHED GOLD - SILVER SATIN FINISH - WHITE POLISHED GOLD - SILVER SATIN FINISH - WHITE 

INTERNAL GASKETS MATCHING MATCHING MATCHING

EXTERNAL GASKETS BLACK BLACK BLACK

COMPLEMENTS INSTALLATION GASKET YES YES YES

SHUTTERS YES YES YES

VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL MANUAL CONTROL GLASS YES YES YES

VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL ELECTRIC CONTROL GLASS YES YES YES

VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL CONTROL PHOTOVOLTAIC GLASS YES YES YES

MOTORISED CONTROL FOR WASISTAS / FLAP OPENING YES YES YES

PANELLING UNDER TRANSOM YES YES YES

SHUTTER BOXES YES YES YES

TOP COVERS YES YES YES

FITTED PLINTH STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD

DOUBLE PLINTH YES YES YES

DOOR-CLOSING LATCH WITH EXTERNAL HANDLE YES YES YES

SECURITY BURGLARY-RESISTANT HARDWARE YES YES YES

MULTIPOINT LOCK YES YES YES

ELECTRIC LOCK YES YES YES

ALARM CONTACTS YES YES YES

NEW DUAL

Prestigious and resistant OVER THE YEARS !
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THERMAL INSULATION ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Uw up to 1.1
(with Ug=0.7 W/sq.mK)*

38 db

RESISTANCE TO BAD WEATHER

Permeability to the air:
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)

Sealing against water infi ltration:
Class 9A (min 1 - max 9)

Wind resistance:
Class C3 (min 1 - max 5)

TRIAL
Trial is an innovative system for windows which combines the aesthetic value of mixed aluminium-
wood combinations with sophisticated technical solutions, capable of guaranteeing a much higher 
insulation performance than traditional insulated doors and windows.

Aluminium-wood windows.

Trial is an open-joint system made of aluminium and wood with a 44 mm deep frame, 30 mm double 
glazed glass and multipoint lock hardware housed in a highly-insulating internal polyamide block.
In Trial windows, the aluminium profi le is separated from the wood profi le to ensure better performance 
in terms of energy control compared to traditional thermal insulation, with heat transmission values of 
up to 1.1 Uw with Ug=0.7 W/sq.mK.

ALUMINIUM AND WOOD WINDOWS

MAIN FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

• Aluminium-polyamide-wood windows

• Open-joint system

• Frame depth of 44 mm

• L- and Z-shaped frames with fi n of 22 and 30 mm

• Multipoint lock hardware housed in polyamide block

• Double glazed glass of 30 mm

• Rounded or square wood profi le

• Micro-ventilation

• Tilt-and-turn

• Lever bar on semi-portable vent

• Safety stop mechanism

• New hidden hinge on semi-portable vent 

• Central fi n seal with preformed corners

THE ADVANTAGES

MUCH MORE THAN JUST THERMAL INSULATION
Equipment being equal, Trial guarantees 
better insulation performance compared 
to classic thermal insulation profi les. Also 
available with a special installation gasket.

RESISTANCE TO BAD WEATHER

Sealing against water infi ltration:

New hidden hinge on semi-portable vent 

GASKETS WITH PREFORMED CORNERS
The application of EPDM gaskets with 
preformed corners guarantees maximum 
sealing against water infi ltration.

THE PRESTIGE OF WOOD
Trial windows, adorned with internal solid 
wood surfaces, are available in rounded and 
square versions and are a true expression of 
elegance and prestige. 

* Value calculated on a window with one sash measuring 1230x1480 mm.
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THERMAL INSULATION ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Uw up to 1.1
(with Ug=0.7 W/sq.mK)*

38 db

RESISTANCE TO BAD WEATHER

Permeability to the air:
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)**

Sealing against water infi ltration:
Class 9A (min 1 - max 9)**

Wind resistance:
Class C3 (min 1 - max 4)**

* Value calculated on a window with one sash measuring 1230x1480 mm.
** Values calculated on a window with two sash measuring 1230x1480 mm.

TRIAL 90
Trial 90 is an innovative SPI product from the mixed aluminium-wood family. The system is enriched 
by solid wood interiors, improved by a special 90° joint on the sash and frame which improves both 
the aesthetic and functional qualities of the product. Its special design with fl at, square profi les is 
reminiscent of the classic wood window, with the added advantage of external aluminium.Aluminium and wood windows.

ALUMINIUM-WOOD WINDOWS

Trial 90 is an aluminium-polyamide-wood open-joint system which guarantees high insulation 
performance and a more simple installation process.
The Trial 90 windows have cellular EPDM bi-component gaskets which are highly insulating and 
crushproof. 

MAIN FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

• Aluminium-polyamide-wood system

• Open-joint system

• Frame depth of 44 mm

• Double glazed glass of 30 mm

• New hidden hinge on semi-portable vent

• Multipoint lock hardware housed in internal polyamide block

• Central fi n seal with preformed corners

• L - and Z - shaped frames of 20 mm

RESISTANCE TO BAD WEATHER

Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)**

Sealing against water infi ltration:
Class 9A (min 1 - max 9)**

Class C3 (min 1 - max 4)**

New hidden hinge on semi-portable vent

Multipoint lock hardware housed in internal polyamide block

THE ADVANTAGES

HIGH INSULATION PERFORMANCE
WITH MINIMAL BULK
Trial 90 guarantees a much higher insulation 
performance than older thermal insulation 
mechanisms. Furthermore, it has a stream-
lined profi le for a simpler installation process.

90° WOOD PROFILES
Trial 90 has solid wood internal surfaces at 90° 
angles: a new structure with the characteristics 
of a real wood window.

BI-COMPONENT GASKETS
Trial 90 has matching rabbet gaskets. 
The gaskets are made of cellular EPDM bi-
component material which is highly insulating 
and crushproof. 
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NEW DUAL
Windows from the New Dual family combine the prestige of wood with the practicality of aluminium, 
representing the highest expression of aesthetic research applied to doors and windows.
The New Dual windows are characterised by an aluminium bearing structure and a solid wood frame 
on the interior side which is available in a wide range of woods, with either a rounded or square 
silhouette. 

Aluminium and wood windows.

The New Dual windows are created using an open-joint system, an aluminium bearing structure, an 
internal solid wood frame, double glazed glass and multipoint lock hardware.
The high-impact aesthetics of the system is combined with high levels of insulation, thanks to the 
possibility of using a “thermal kit” which increases the system’s insulation performance further.

ALUMINIUM-WOOD WINDOWS

MAIN FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

THE ADVANTAGES

• Aluminium-wood windows

• Open-joint system

• Frame depth of 42 mm

• L- and Z-shaped frames with fi n of 22 and 30 mm

• Multipoint lock hardware

• Double glazed glass of 23 or 30 mm

• Rounded or square wood profi le

• Micro-ventilation

• Tilt-and-turn

• Lever bar on semi-portable vent

• Safety stop mechanism

• New hidden hinge on semi-portable vent

THERMAL INSULATION ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Uw up to 1.4
(with Ug=0.9)*

Up to 37 db

RESISTANCE TO BAD WEATHER

Permeability to the air:
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)

Sealing against water infi ltration:
Class 9E (min 1 - max 9)

Wind resistance:
Class C4 (min 1 - max 5)

New hidden hinge on semi-portable vent

RESISTANCE TO BAD WEATHER

Sealing against water infi ltration:

THERMAL KIT
New Dual windows off er the possibility 
of applying a special thermal kit, further 
improving thermal performance up to Uw = 
1.4.

NEW THIRD HINGE  
The use of a third hidden hinge ensures that 
the sashes adhere perfectly to the frame and 
further improves the insulation capacity of the 
window.

AESTHETICS
The outline of the sashes can be personalised: 
rounded silhouettes for creating a mood 
environment, or strictly square profi les for 
more minimalist surroundings. 

* Value calculated on a window with one sash measuring 1230x1480 mm.
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PVC WINDOWS FEATURES ISOL 100 ISOL WOOD

STRUCTURE INTERNAL PVC WOOD

EXTERNAL PVC PVC

STRUCTURAL FEATURES 5 CHAMBER SYSTEM YES YES

ECO-FRIENDLY PVC YES YES

DOUBLE RABBET GASKET YES YES

HARDWARE MULTIPOINT LOCK MULTIPOINT LOCK

TRICOAT HARDWARE ON REQUEST ON REQUEST

MICRO-VENTILATION STANDARD STANDARD

TILT-AND-TURN STANDARD STANDARD

LEVER BAR ON SEMI-PORTABLE VENT STANDARD STANDARD

SAFETY STOP MECHANISM STANDARD STANDARD

2 MM STEEL REINFORCEMENTS ON SASH AND FRAME YES YES

PERFORMANCE THERMAL INSULATION (UP TO) Uw 1,3 Uw 1,3

ACOUSTIC INSULATION (UP TO) 46 DB 46 DB

AIR RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 4) 4 4

WATER RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 9) 9A 9A

WIND RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 5) C4 C4

AVAILABLE TYPOLOGIES FIXED GLAZING BEAD YES YES

FIXED FAKE SASH YES YES

WINDOWS AND FRENCH DOORS 1,2 AND 2+1 SHUTTER DOORS YES YES

EXTERIOR OPENING YES YES

CURVES YES NO

OFF SIZE YES YES

WASISTAS / FLAP YES YES

SLIDING YES NO

TILT-AND-TURN SLIDING YES YES

LIFT SLIDING YES NO

FOLDING SLIDING YES YES

ENTRANCE DOOR YES YES

SIZE FRAME DEPTH IN MM 70 70

SASH DEPTH IN MM 70 70

Z-SHAPED FRAME FIN 20, 50 and 50 with 22 thickness 20, 50 and 50 with 22 thickness

DOUBLE GLAZED GLASS From 23 to 40 From 23 to 40

GLASS STANDARD 4-15-4BE 4-15-4BE

SHATTER-PROOF (STANDARD UNDER TRANSOM) 33.1-12-33.1BE 33.1-12-33.1BE

COLOURS INTERNAL SURFACES WHITE, RENOLIT RANGE ISOL WOOD COLOURS

EXTERNAL SURFACES WHITE, RENOLIT RANGE WHITE, WALNUT, CHERRY

TWO-COLOUR YES YES

GASKETS BLACK OR WHITE BLACK OR WHITE

HANDLES AND HINGES POLISHED GOLD - SILVER SATIN FINISH - WHITE POLISHED GOLD - SILVER SATIN FINISH - WHITE 

COMPLEMENTS SHUTTERS YES NO

THERMAL INSULATION THRESHOLD STANDARD STANDARD

VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL MANUAL CONTROL GLASS YES YES

VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL ELECTRIC CONTROL GLASS YES YES

VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL CONTROL PHOTOVOLTAIC GLASS YES YES

MOTORISED CONTROL FOR WASISTAS / FLAP OPENING YES YES

PANELLING UNDER TRANSOM YES YES

SHUTTER BOXES YES YES

TOP COVERS YES YES

FITTED PLINTH YES YES

DOUBLE PLINTH YES YES

DOOR-CLOSING LATCH WITH EXTERNAL HANDLE YES YES

SECURITY BURGLARY-RESISTANT HARDWARE STANDARD STANDARD

MULTIPOINT LOCK YES YES

ELECTRIC LOCK YES YES

ALARM CONTACTS YES YES

Comfort is ECO-FRIENDLY !

PVC LINE
As a result of the SPI research eff orts, a line of highly-insulating and eco-friendly PVC windows has been 
created, capable of optimally responding to the new demands of energy and economic savings and to 
environmental sustainability policies.
SPI PVC windows are produced in a specially-designed factory of more than 5,000 square metres and are 
the result of continual investment in Research and Development and modern production techniques which 
have allowed us to eliminate those parts which are harmful to the environment and replace them with 
eco-friendly materials.
The windows in the SPI PVC line are 100% recyclable during the disposal phase.
The SPI line of PVC windows guarantees excellent insulation performance, signifi cant energy savings and 
further positive implications for the environment.
The line is comprised of three families of products, created to satisfy diff erent living requirements: 

ISOL 100 eco-friendly PVC windows;
ISOL WOOD eco-friendly PVC and real natural wood windows.

All the product families in the PVC line 
conform to the European regulation for 
the CE mark, compulsory since February 
2010.

All the product families in the PVC line 
are covered by a SAI insurance policy.

The PVC profi les of SPI windows are 
100% recyclable.

All product families in the PVC line 
are provided with the Greenline mark 
signifying the eco-compatibility of their 
materials.

ISOL WOOD
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ISOL 100 PVC WINDOWSThe windows in the Isol 100 family are made from highly-insulating and eco-friendly PVC.
Isol 100 windows protect your home from bad weather and external noises and help to lower 
consumption, guaranteeing signifi cant energy savings.

Eco-friendly PVC windows.

Isol 100 windows are characterised by a 5-chamber structure, a double rabbet gasket and a frame 
which is 70 mm deep to guarantee excellent thermal and acoustic insulation performance, assessed by 
the most important certifying bodies.
Isol 100 windows are eco-friendly and 100% recyclable during the disposal process.

MAIN FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

THE ADVANTAGES

• Eco-friendly PVC windows

• 5-chamber technology

• Frame depth of 70 mm

• L - and Z - shaped frames with fi n of 20, 50 and 50 mm

     and thickness of 22 mm

• Double rabbet gasket 

• 2 mm galvanised steel reinforcements on sash and frame

• Multipoint lock hardware

• Burglary-resistant hardware

• Double glazed glass of 23 to 40 mm

• Rounded design

• Micro-ventilation

• Tilt-and-turn 

• Lever bar on semi-portable vent

• Safety stop mechanism

• Hidden hinge on semi-portable vent

THERMAL INSULATION ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Uw up to 1.3
(with Ug=1.1)*

Up to 46 db

RESISTANCE TO BAD WEATHER

Permeability to the air:
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)

Sealing against water infi ltration:
Class 9A (min 1 - max 9)

Wind resistance:
Class C4 (min 1 - max 5)

ECO-FRIENDLY
SPI uses PVC profi les which do not contain lead 
as it is harmful to the environment. Instead, SPI 
has replaced it with calcium/zinc stabilisers, a 
highly eco-friendly alloy. 

MAXIMUM INSULATION POWER
The optimum thermal path shows the 
persistent diff erence in temperature between 
the outside and the inside of homes and 
proves the high insulation power of Isol 100 
windows.

* Value calculated on a window with one vent measuring 1230x1480 mm.

SPECIAL FRAMES FOR RESTRUCTURING
Isol 100 is also ideal for restructuring as it has 
a vast range of special Z-shaped frames with 
fi n of 20, 50 and 50 and a thickness of 22 mm 
which makes the installation of new window 
frames quick and simple, without the need for 
masonry work.
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THERMAL INSULATION ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Uw up to 1.3
(with Ug=1.1)*

Up to 46 db

RESISTANCE TO BAD WEATHER

Permeability to the air:
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)

Sealing against water infi ltration:
Class 9A (min 1 - max 9)

Wind resistance:
Class C4 (min 1 - max 5)

ISOL WOOD
The windows in the Isol Wood family combine the high insulation power of eco-friendly PVC with 
the beauty of natural wood. The windows in the Isol Wood line are able to satisfy those who demand 
windows with a high level of insulation, without renouncing the prestige and warmth of wood. Isol 
Wood windows are an SPI exclusive, covered by a European patent, and can also be created in two-
colour versions.

PVC and real natural wood windows.

The PVC profi les in the Isol Wood family are characterised by a 5-chamber structure, a double gasket 
and a frame depth of 70 mm.
Innovative technology has allowed us to apply a section of real wood to the PVC structure for the fi rst 
time by using a special bonding process. This process is characterised by high thermal, air, water and 
wind infi ltration resistance and constitutes an exclusive SPI innovation. 

PVC AND REAL WOOD WINDOWS

MAIN FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

• PVC and real wood windows

• 5-chamber technology

• Frame depth of 70 mm

• L - and Z - shaped frame with fi n of 20, 50 and 50 mm

     and thickness of 22 mm

• Double rabbet gasket

• 2 mm galvanised steel reinforcements on sash and frame

• Multipoint lock hardware

• Burglary-resistant hardware

• Double glazed glass of 23 to 40 mm

• Rounded design

• Micro-ventilation

• Tilt-and-turn

• Lever bar on semi-portable vent

• Safety stop mechanism

• Hidden hinge on semi-portable vent

RESISTANCE TO BAD WEATHER

Sealing against water infi ltration:

THE ADVANTAGES

CLADDING IN REAL WOOD VENEER
The eco-friendly PVC structure is internally 
clad in real wood veneer which gives a sense of 
warmth to the home environment.

TWO-COLOUR VERSIONS
The Isol Wood PVC structure can be 
personalised in a vast range of colours and 
combined with wood veneers, ash decapè, 
walnut, chestnut and oak staining, to obtain a 
two-coloured window.

* Value calculated on a window with one sash measuring 1230x1480 mm.

GALVANISED STEEL REINFORCEMENTS
Galvanised steel reinforcements of 2 mm are 
housed within the profi le of the sashes and 
frame to ensure the optimal stability of the 
structure.

NEWSNEWS
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ALUMINIUM WINDOW FEATURES TRIAL VAL

STRUCTURE INTERNAL ALUMINIUM

EXTERNAL ALUMINIUM

STRUCTURAL FEATURES OPEN-JOINT SYSTEM YES

HARDWARE MULTIPOINT LOCK

TRICOAT HARDWARE ON REQUEST

MICRO-VENTILATION ON REQUEST

TILT-AND-TURN ON REQUEST

SAFETY STOP MECHANISM ON REQUEST

PERFORMANCE THERMAL INSULATION (UP TO) Uw 1.5

AIR RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 4) 4

WATER RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 9) 9A

WIND RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 5) C3

AVAILABLE TYPOLOGIES FIXED GLAZING BEAD YES

FIXED FAKE SASH YES

WINDOWS AND FRENCH DOORS 1,2 AND 2+1 SHUTTER DOORS YES

EXTERIOR OPENING NO

CURVES YES

OFF SIZE YES

WASISTAS / FLAP YES

PIVOTING NO

SLIDING NO

TILT-AND-TURN SLIDING YES

SIZE FRAME DEPTH IN MM 44

Z-SHAPED FRAME FIN FROM 22

DOUBLE GLAZED GLASS 30

GLASS STANDARD 4-22-4 BE magnetronic

SHATTER-PROOF (STANDARD UNDER TRANSOM) 33.1-18-33.1 BE magnetronic

COLOURS INTERNAL SURFACES RAL + WOOD EFFECT

EXTERNAL SURFACES RAL + WOOD EFFECT

INTERNAL GASKETS BLACK

EXTERNAL GASKETS BLACK

COMPLEMENTS INSTALLATION GASKET YES

THERMAL ACOUSTIC SEAL STANDARD

SHUTTERS YES

VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL MANUAL CONTROL GLASS YES

VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL ELECTRIC CONTROL GLASS YES

VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL CONTROL PHOTOVOLTAIC GLASS YES

MOTORISED CONTROL FOR WASISTAS / FLAP OPENING YES

PANELLING UNDER TRANSOM YES

ABOVE-SHUTTER BOXES NO

TOP COVERS NO

FITTED PLINTH STANDARD

DOUBLE PLINTH ON REQUEST

SECURITY BURGLARY-RESISTANT HARDWARE YES

MULTIPOINT LOCK YES

ELECTRIC LOCK YES

ALARM CONTACTS YES

ALUMINIUM LINE
SPI aluminium windows meet the demands of those wanting a practical, high-quality product.
Thanks to their robust structure, the windows in the aluminium line couple high maintenance practicality 
and maximum resistance to bad weather with the versatility that only aluminium can off er.
The external aluminium surfaces are not at all aff ected by rain, frost and snow, and remain beautiful over 
the years.
Thanks to the infi nite range of colours available, SPI aluminium windows can be completely personalised 
in order to enhance the style of any surroundings; both modern settings, thanks to the lively and original 
colours of the RAL range, and more classical ones, thanks to the wood-eff ect protective coating which 
renders these aluminium windows indistinguishable from real wood ones both visually and to the touch. 
An important innovation is being launched in the SPI line of aluminium windows in 2011:

Trial Val, the innovative aluminium-polyamide-aluminium window.

All the product families in the aluminium 
line conform to the European regulation 
for the CE mark, compulsory since 
February 2010.

All the product families in the aluminium 
line are covered by a SAI insurance 
policy.

Beautiful and resistant OVER THE YEARS
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TRIAL VAL
Trial Val is an innovative window made of aluminium-polyamide-aluminium which has rendered the 
old aluminium thermal insulation systems obsolete.
The innovative technology used in Trial Val windows ensures a much greater level of insulation 
compared to older thermal insulation systems. This technology is coupled with the traditional versatility 
of aluminium windows which can be customised in an infi nite range of RAL colours and wood eff ects.

Much more than just thermal insulation.

The windows in the Trial Val family are formed of an open-joint aluminium-polyamide-aluminium 
profi le which is only 44 mm deep to facilitate a quick and easy installation process.
Trial Val windows guarantee higher insulation performance than traditional thermal insulation 
systems, thanks also to the use of a special thermal kit which further improves insulation power.

ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

MAIN FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

• Aluminium-polyamide-aluminium system

• Open-joint system

• Frame depth of 44 mm

• Double glazed glass of 30 mm

• New hidden hinge on semi-fi xed vent

• Multipoint lock hardware housed in the internal

    polyamide block

• Central fi n sealing with preformed corners

• L- and Z-shaped frames of 22 mm

THERMAL INSULATION

Uw up to 1.5
(with Ug=0.9W/sq.mK)*

RESISTANCE TO BAD WEATHER

Permeability to the air:
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)**

Sealing against water infi ltration:
Class 9 (min 1 - max 9)**

Wind resistance:
Class C3 (min 1 - max 4)**

THE ADVANTAGES

THERMAL KIT FOR HEIGHTENED 
INSULATION
Trial Val guarantees higher insulation 
performance than older thermal insulation 
systems thanks to the use of a special thermal kit.
Uw up to 1.5 with Ug 0.9 W/sq.mK

LESS BULK
Trial Val has a stream-lined profi le compared 
to older systems, allowing for a simpler 
installation process.
Frame is only 44 mm deep.

TWO-COLOUR VERSIONS
Trial Val allows you to create two-colour 
personalised windows in all of the RAL colours 
and wood eff ects.

Multipoint lock hardware housed in the internal

* Value calculated on a window with one sash measuring 1230x1480 mm.
** Values calculated on a window with 2 sashes measuring 1230x1480 mm.

44 mm
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SHUTTER LINE
The SPI line of aluminium shutters is a complete range that has been designed to satisfy the most varying 
demands.
Made of robust aluminium, SPI shutters are resistant to bad weather to which the results of tests performed 
by the most highly-accredited certifying bodies attest.
SPI shutters are the result of the most sophisticated technology: modern mechanisms allow for a perfect 
amount of light to enter; the vast selection of models, solutions and colours allow the product to be adapted 
to specifi c needs.
With or without a frame, with fi xed or adjustable slats, with stylised hinges or old world charm hardware, 
with casement or sliding openings: our line of shutters off ers many solutions, models and accessories, 
capable of satisfying the most diverse living and aesthetic demands.
SPI shutters can also be created in all of the RAL colours and wood-eff ect paints in order to render them 
indistinguishable from real wooden shutters.
The SPI line of aluminium shutters is comprised of four families of products:

SURF
SICURSURF 
STORICA (OLD WORLD CHARM)
SCURONI (BLINDS)

All the product families in the shutter 
line conform to the European regulation 
for the CE mark, compulsory since April 
2010.

All the product families in the shutter line 
are covered by a SAI insurance policy.

Light: WHEN AND HOW YOU WANT IT
SHUTTER FEATURES SURF SICURSURF STORICA SCURI

FEATURES STRUCTURE ALUMINIUM WITH FRAME ALUMINIUM WITH FRAME ALUMINIUM WITHOUT FRAME ALUMINIUM WITHOUT FRAME

DESIGN SQUARE OR ROUNDED SQUARE OR ROUNDED SQUARE OR ROUNDED SQUARE

SLATS FIXED/ADJUSTABLE ADJUSTABLE FIXED/ADJUSTABLE NO

LOUVERS YES NO YES VERTICAL LOUVERS

PERFORMANCE WIND RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 6) C6 C6 - -

TYPOLOGIES AVAILABLE WINDOWS AND FRENCH DOORS 1,2,3 AND 4 SHUTTER DOORS YES ONLY 1 AND 2 DOORS YES YES

CURVES YES NO YES YES

OFF SIZE YES NO YES YES

SLIDING YES NO YES NO

FOLDING OPENING YES NO YES YES

SIDE-FOLDING OPENING YES NO YES YES

SIZE FRAME DEPTH IN MM 40 40 - -

Z - SHAPED FRAME 30, 45, 75 30, 45, 75 - -

COLOURS HANDLES MATCHING* MATCHING* BLACK BLACK

HINGES MATCHING* MATCHING* BLACK BLACK

CRANK MATCHING* MATCHING* MATCHING* MATCHING*

MOVEMENT MECHANISMS MATCHING* MATCHING* MATCHING* MATCHING*

ACCESSORIES AND COMPONENTS LONG ARM HINGE YES YES YES YES

HIDDEN HINGE NO NO YES YES

SQUARE OR STRAP HINGE YES YES STANDARD STANDARD

ESPAGNOLETTE CLOSING MECHANISM YES NO YES YES

UPRIGHT OR PANEL LOCK YES STANDARD YES YES

MOVEMENT OF SLATS CRANK, LEVER AND HIDDEN LEVER LEVER CRANK, LEVER AND HIDDEN LEVER -

* Colours available: black, light brown, dark brown, dark green.

SICURSURF STORICA SCURI
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SURF
The Surf family of shutters combines the robustness of aluminium with a soft, curved design. Surf 
shutters are created with a robust aluminium frame structure and are available in both fi xed and 
adjustable slat versions to allow for the perfect level of light.

Aluminium shutters with frame.

Surf shutters can be customised in a vast array of RAL colours and wood eff ects. It is also possible to 
coordinate the colour of the window handle, hinge and movement mechanisms. 
Thanks to their excellent certifi ed wind resistance, Surf shutters have been awarded the CE mark, the 
prestigious qualifi cation provided by EU security regulation UNI EN1932:2002.

29

THE ADVANTAGES

SOFT DESIGN
Surf shutters have a soft and sensual design 
thanks to the characteristic undulating profi le 
of its frame and sashes. 

THE PERFECT AMOUNT OF LIGHT
The adjustable slat version allows complete 
control over the amount of light entering 
thanks to specially-designed movement 
mechanisms.

MATCHING ACCESSORIES
Surf shutters allow you to match the colours 
of the movement mechanisms of the sashes, 
handle and hinges to the frame for a “full-
colour” eff ect.

ALUMINIUM SHUTTERS WITH FRAME

MAIN FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

• Aluminium shutters

• System with a frame

• Frame depth of 40 mm

• Z-shaped frame of 30, 45, 75 mm

• Square or rounded profi le

• Matching accessories

WIND RESISTANCE      CLASS C6 (MIN 1 - MAX 6)

Z-shaped frame of 30 mm Z-shaped frame of 45 mm Z-shaped frame of 74 mm 

SIZE OF FRAMES FOR RENOVATION
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SICURSURF
Sicursurf is the name of SPI’s aluminium security shutters which off er higher levels of protection 
against intrusion attempts. Thanks to the exclusive triple security mechanism made of galvanised 
steel, Sicursurf shutters block every attempt at forced entry. 

Anti-burglary security shutters.

SPI Sicursurf shutters are custom-made for both windows and balconies and can be personalised in 
terms of colour.
The outstanding effi  ciency of the SPI Sicursurf shutters against burglary attempts is certifi ed. 

THE ADVANTAGES

SECURITY LOCK
Forced entry through the doors is made 
impossible thanks to the security lock which is 
equipped with fi ve closure points.

SECURITY CLOSURES
Disengagement of the shutter doors, normally 
possible if the intruder acts on the external 
hinge, is prevented by the use of special 
security closures.

STEEL REINFORCEMENTS WITHIN THE SASH
Attempts to disengage individual slats are 
thwarted by the application of special steel 
reinforcements housed within the sashes and 
slats.

ANTI-BURGLARY SECURITY SHUTTERS

MAIN FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

• Aluminium security shutters

• System with a frame

• Frame depth of 40 mm

• Z-shaped frame of 30, 45, 75 mm

• Square or rounded profi le

• Matching accessories

RESISTANCE TO BAD WEATHERSECURITY

Wind resistance:
Class C6 (min 1 - max 6)

Anti-burglary resistance
Class 2*

*can be compared to a standard armoured door.

RESISTANCE TO BAD WEATHER
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STORICA
The aluminium shutters in the Storica family represent the ideal choice for older properties and for 
those located in historic centres.
Storica shutters have a frameless structure made of robust aluminium. The sashes, available in both 
fi xed and adjustable slat versions, are fi xed directly to the wall by stylised hinges.

Aluminium shutters without frame.

Diff erent types of shutters within the Storica family can be created with: casement, sliding, folding, 
slide-folding, curved, and off  size opening.
The Storica family of shutters can also be created in a wide range of colours and wood eff ects, with the 
possibility of coordinating the hinge, handle and mechanisms in predefi ned colours.

33

THE ADVANTAGES

FRAMELESS
The shutters in the Storica family are frameless. 
The sashes are fi xed directly to the wall using 
stylised hinges.

THE PERFECT AMOUNT OF LIGHT
Available in fi xed and adjustable slat versions, 
these shutters allow for a perfect amount of 
light to enter.

PERIOD DESIGN
The wide choice of stylish accessories such as 
the “espagnolette” and the stylised hinges, and 
the frameless design make the shutters in the 
Storica family perfect for historic centres and 
old buildings.

FRAMELESS ALUMINIUM SHUTTERS

MAIN FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

SLAT MOVEMENT MECHANISMS

• Aluminium shutters

• Frameless system

• Frame depth of 50.2 mm

• Shutter casement of 18 mm

• Square or rounded profi le

• Matching accessories

Controlled handle - cod. ACCP01 Lever - cod. ACCP02 (right); ACCP03 (left) Hidden handle - cod. ACCP04Hidden handle - cod. ACCP04
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SCURI
Products in the Scuri family are particularly suited to enhancing rustic buildings, and are favoured by 
those who appreciate traditional style.
SPI Scuri are made of robust aluminium with fi xed vertical louvers of 60 mm and stylised hinges which 
are fi xed directly onto the wall.

Aluminium blinds.

THE ADVANTAGES

RUSTIC STYLE
The SPI aluminium Scuri are ideal for 
enhancing rustic surroundings, thanks to their 
60 mm fi xed louvers and “espagnolette” closing 
mechanism.

WALL-MOUNTED DOORS
The aluminium blind sashes are fi xed directly 
to the wall by means of stylised hinges.

CUSTOMISATION
SPI Scuri can be customised in terms of form 
and colour and can be created in wood-eff ect 
paints.

ALUMINIUM SCURI

MAIN FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

• Frameless system

• Square profi le

• Casement of 18 mm

•  Old world charm hardware

• Vertical louvers

COMPONENTS OF THE OLD WORLD CHARM HARDWARE

Espagnolette Square or strap hinge Hidden old world charm hingeHidden old world charm hinge

35

The aluminium Scuri can be customised in RAL colours and wood eff ects to create a sense of harmony 
with the building’s construction style.
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All SPI aluminium-wood and PVC frames are also available in the entrance Door version. In this way, 
SPI gives you the possibility of installing a complete range of door frames into your home in order to 
coordinate the style of your various home environments.
SPI entrance doors can be customised without limits and can be personalised in terms of colour, form 
and size, thanks also to the vast array of panels available.

SPI Doors can be created with one or more panels, with or without overhead lighting, and are the 
result of a project which focuses on aesthetic details and anti-burglary devices.
SPI doors are therefore equipped with a greater panel depth, “increased” hinges and a multipoint 
locking mechanism with hook hardware.

ENTRANCE DOORS

SEVERAL DOOR CROSS-SECTIONS

ALUMINIUM-WOOD PVC PVC AND ALUMINIUM

Increased hinge

Triple lock mechanism

Security hooks

Threshold with weep system
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Available opening mechanisms and typologiesEntrance Doors
All SPI windows can be custom-made and for this reason, they can be produced in many diff erent versions 
with casement, sliding, folding or wasistas opening mechanisms. Below are the main typologies.

SPI doors are available in a vast array of models of diff erent designs and styles in order to meet any 
demand. Below we have displayed a selection.

One-door window Two-door window Door window
2-door + transom

Door window
2-door + overhead light

Off  size window Curved window Sliding Tilt-and-turn sliding

Lift sliding Fold sliding Entrance Door

Horizontal pivot

Arsenal Parioli Rio Kenton

Manhattan Carnaby KenningtonSoho

Precox BiosCascais Montparnasse Regent

Baleari

SpagnaMalta

Roma

Sardegna

Corsica Budapest

Dublino

Cipro

Londra

Panels available for aluminium
and aluminium-wood doors

Panels available for PVC doors

* Handles and glass panes may diff er from those represented in the images.
** The glass panels in the aluminium and aluminium-wood line are only 

available in the internal smooth panel version.
*** For PVC panels, colours must be agreed subject to verifi cation.

**** Door hinges are available in white, silver and polished gold.

Fixed glazing bead Fixed fake panel Wasistas / Flap
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Components and accessories

Shutter boxes

Top covers

Blinds

Venetian blinds

Wooden top cover

Wooden blinds

Internal Venetian blind Internal curtain

PVC blinds

Wooden box

PVC cover

PVC box

SPI off ers a wide range of components and accessories which render the style of your frames 
completely unique and in harmony with the atmosphere of your home. Discover the complete 
selection at one of our retailers. 

LEVEL 1 SECURITY
(standard with PVC line of windows)

STANDARD LEVEL SECURITY LEVEL 2 SECURITY LEVEL 3 SECURITY

Closure on semi-portable vent Closure on semi-portable vent

Closure on semi-portable vent

Closure on semi-portable vent Closure of semi-portable vent

Anti-burglary mushroom pawl 
latches

Anti-burglary mushroom pawl 
latches in the corners of the 
main sash

Anti-burglary mushroom latch Handle with 
button

Handle with 
key

Alarm contacts
(on request in all series)

Double anti-burglary mushroom 
pawl latches in the corners of the 
main sash

Pawl latchesPawl latches 

Pawl latches

Pawl latches Pawl latches

Security glass

Anti-burglary handle Anti-burglary handle with button 
or key

Security solutions
For SPI, security against intrusion attempts is of great importance. For this reason, SPI windows 
off er four diff erent solutions to guarantee the level of protection you need.
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Woods and colours
With SPI, colour has no limits! SPI windows and shutters can be customised in an infi nite range of 
RAL colours and wood-eff ect paints.
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Aluminium colours

Wood-eff ect aluminium colours

PVC colours

Isol Wood colours

Wood

mahogany koto

ash decapè

walnut kotowenge ash

whitened oakvarnished white ash cloud

grey ash

brown marble

grey sable

blue sable

bronzeRAL 1013RAL 9010

green marblematt brown 

dark walnut cherry coarse cherry

light pinegreen whiteoak

coarse walnut

charcoal grey

ash with chestnut stain

bordeaux

ash with oak stain

laminated ivory

ash decapè

natural woodmahogany walnut cherry

chestnut ash cherry ash

walnut ash

alder cherry

dark blue

ash with walnut stain

Handles
SPI off ers a wide range of diff erent handles in terms of form, colour and style. Here we have 
displayed a selection. Discover the other models available at one of the SPI retailers.

Aluminium handles for windows
and French doors

Brass handles for windows
and French doors

Aluminium handles for shutters

Other handles

White

Black

Handle for lift 
sliding

Polished gold*
Sat. silver*

Polished gold Polished gold

Ivory

Green

Depressed
handle

Sat. gold
Sat. silver

Black
White

Double handle
Polished gold*

Sat. gold
Sat. silver

White
Black
Ivory

Handle 
with button

Sat. gold
Sat. silver

White

Handle with 
key

Polished gold*
Sat. gold
Sat. silver

White

Light Brown Depressed
only black

Satinised silver

Satinised silver

standard for PVC and aluminium

standard for Isol Wood

standard

standard on request

on request

anti-burglary line standard for aluminium-wood

Satinised gold

Handle for folding 
sliding

Polished gold*
Sat. silver

Bronze
Brown
White

Black

with key 
only black
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Hinge covers.
Available colours: polished gold, satinised silver, bronze,

dark brown, ivory, white.

* Version only available in brass. 
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